What Elephant?

George comes home one day to find an
elephant watching TV and eating chocolate
chip cookies in his living room. When he
tells his friends, they say its impossible:
George must be seeing things. But the next
day, and the day after that, his large and
uninvited guest remains and makes itself
even more at home --- with disastrous
results. (Elephants should NEVER sit on
couches.) Is George dreaming or just plain
crazy? Before long, his friends see the
elephant as well. Or do they? SURELY
they too arent going crazy like poor
George? So no one says a single word
about the gigantic creature lounging in the
flowerbed ... until something happens that
finally breaks this very awkward
silence.With delightful text and charming
illustrations, Genevieve Cote tells the silly
and whimsical tale of an elephant that is
seen ... but is not necessarily believed!

Tai (born November 4, 1968) is an Asian elephant best known for playing Bo Tat in the film Operation Dumbo Drop
(1995), Vera in Larger than Life (1996) andWeve all seen photographs of majestic elephants sporting long, off-white
tusks on either side of their trunks. This ivory is both beautiful on the animals andHabitat loss is one of the key threats
facing elephants. Many climate change projections indicate that key portions of elephants habitat will become
significantly - 1 min - Uploaded by WildFilmsIndiaAn elephant in musth / masth is a dangerous being, and can act
without warning, notice or Most contemporary ethologists view the elephant as one of the worlds most intelligent
animals. With a mass of just over 5 kg (11 lb), an elephants brain hasMusth or must /?m?st/ is a periodic condition in
bull (male) elephants, characterized by highly aggressive behavior and accompanied by a large rise in Elephants are the
largest land animals on Earth. They have characteristic long noses, or trunks large, floppy ears and wide, thick legs.
There are two species of elephant. The Asian elephant and the African elephant live on separate continents and have
many unique features. - 2 min - Uploaded by Travel For WildlifeWondering what do elephants eat? Elephants are
herbivores, meaning they eat plants. A big Throughout history, the elephant has played an important role in human
economies, religion, and culture. The immense size, strength, and stature of this largest We may take the trunk of an
elephant for granted, so accustomed are we to seeing these iconic animals with their long agile noses arching
withElephant: Elephant, largest living land animal, characterized by its long trunk, columnar legs, and huge head with
temporal glands and wide, flat ears. ElephantsElephants eat between 149 and 169 kg (330-375 lb.) of vegetation daily.
Elephants consume several hundred pounds of vegetation daily. An Asian elephant atElephant definition, either of two
large, five-toed pachyderms of the family Elephantidae, characterized by a long, prehensile trunk formed of the nose and
upper*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. George comes home one day to find an elephant watching TV and eating
chocolate chip cookies in his living room. The greeting ceremony is key to cementing bonds in an elephant family.
Elephants vocalize a greeting-rumble as they hold their heads high, vigorously flap their ears, and reach out and touch
family members with their trunks. They secrete from their temporal glands, urinate, and defecate.The elephant has been
a contributor to Thai society and its icon for many centuries. The elephant has had a considerable impact on Thai
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culture. The ThaiElephants are the largest living land mammals. At birth, an elephant calf may weigh 100 kg (225
pounds). An elephants most obvious part is the trunk. I used to be terrified of elephants. And when I say scared, I mean
the terrible, debilitating kind. Before I started guiding I felt like every time weAn elephants tusks are both a blessing and
curse. Blessing because they give a sense of true majesty that rise them above other animals as well and being ofAn
elephant joke is a joke, almost always an absurd riddle or conundrum and often a sequence of such, that involves an
elephant. Elephant jokes were a fad in
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